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Fault tree analysis is being widely used for reliability and safety

analysis of systems encountered in the nuclear industry and elsewhere . A

disadvantage of the fault tree method is the voluminous fault tree graphical

representation that conventionally results from analysis of a complex system

Previous methods for shortening the fault tree graphical representation

include (1) transfers within the fault tree, and (2) the use of the SAMPLE

(K out of I! logic) gate, the MATRIX gate, and the SUMMATION gate3. The

purpose of this presentation is to introduce TABULATION gates as a method

to abtreviate the fault tree graphical representation. These new gates

reduce the cost of analysis and generally increase the system behavior

visibility that is inherent in the fault tree technique.

OR TABULATION GATE. A number> H, of basic component failures (primary

events) displaying series failure logic is commonly encountered in practice.

The resulting fault tree representation is en OR gate with N primary events

as input. Figure I shows the standard fault tree representation and the OR

TABULATION gate equivalent.
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AND TABULATION GATE. The AND TABULATION gate is similar to the OR

TABULATION gate, but unlike the OR TABULATION gate it is used when parallel

failure logic is encountered. Because of the inherent nature of system

design the AND TABULATION gate is used far less frequently than the OR

TABULATION gate.

FUNCTION TABULATION GATE. The tedious repetition of N identical logic

structures, with the event descriptions different, input to the same logic

gate is replaced by the FUNCTION TABULATION gate. Figure 2 presents the

concept of the FUNCTION TABULATION gate with an example of the common logic

structure. This TABULATION gate should be used only when the corresponding

events in the repeated logic structure differ only slightly otherwise confu-

sion and loss of visibility can result. The need for FUNCTION TABULATION

gates arises commonly during analysis of nuclear reactor plant protection

systems.

TABULATION gates are being used at the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory with success for decreasing the time and cost reouired for fault

tree construction, shortening the fault tree graphical representation, and

increasing system behavior visibility. Also, preparing input for computer

aided analysis of fault trees is made easier by the TABULATION gates.
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